
DERANDOMIZING APPROXIMATION ALGORITHMS BASED ONSEMIDEFINITE PROGRAMMING�SANJEEV MAHAJANy AND H. RAMESHzAbstract. Remarkable breakthroughs have been made recently in obtaining approximate solu-tions to some fundamental NP-Hard problems, namely Max-Cut, Max k-Cut, Max-Sat, Max-Dicut,Max-Bisection, k-Vertex Coloring, Maximum Independent Set, etc. All these breakthroughs in-volve polynomial time randomized algorithms based upon Semide�nite Programming, a techniquepioneered by Goemans and Williamson.In this paper, we give techniques to derandomize the above class of randomized algorithms,thus obtaining polynomial time deterministic algorithms with the same approximation ratios for theabove problems. At the heart of our technique is the use of spherical symmetry to convert a nestedsequence of n integrations, which cannot be approximated su�ciently well in polynomial time, to anested sequence of just a constant number of integrations, which can be approximated su�cientlywell in polynomial time.Key words. NP-Hard, Approximation Algorithm, Derandomization, Semide�nite Program-ming.AMS subject classi�cations. 68Q251. Introduction. The application of Semide�nite Programming to obtainingapproximation algorithms for NP-Hard problems was pioneered by Goemans andWilliamson[9]. This technique involves relaxing an integer program (solving whichis an NP-Hard problem) to a semide�nite program (which can be solved with a su�-ciently small error in polynomial time).Recall the Max-Cut problem which requires partitioning the vertex set of a givengraph into two so that the number of edges going from one side of the partition to theother is maximized. In a remarkable breakthrough, Goemans and Williamson showedhow semide�nite programming could be used to give a randomized approximation al-gorithm for the Max-Cut problem with an approximation ratio of :878. This must becontrasted with the previously best known approximation ratio of .5 obtained by thesimple random cut algorithm. Subsequently, techniques based upon semide�nite pro-gramming have led to randomized algorithms with substantially better approximationratios for a number of fundamental problems.Goemans and Williamson[9] obtained a .878 approximation algorithm for Max-2Sat and a .758 approximation algorithm for Max-Sat, improving upon the previouslybest known bound of 3/4 [18] for both. Max-2Sat requires �nding an assignment to thevariables of a given 2Sat formula which satis�es the maximum number of clauses. Max-Sat is the general version of this problem where the clauses are no longer constrainedto have 2 variables each. Goemans andWilliamson[9] also obtain a .796 approximationalgorithm for Max-Dicut, improving up the previously best known ratio of .25 givenby the random cut algorithm. This problem requires partitioning the vertex set of agiven directed graph into two so that the number of edges going from the left sideof the partition to the right is maximized. Feige and Goemans [6] obtained furtherimproved approximation algorithms for Max-2Sat and Max-Dicut.�Work done partly when both authors were at Max Planck Institut f�ur Informatik, Saarbr�ucken,Germany, 66123.yLSI Logic, 1551 McCarthy Blvd, Milpitas, CA 95035, msanjeev@lsil.com, Fax: 408-433-8989zIndian Institute of Science, Bangalore, India, 560012, ramesh@csa.iisc.ernet.in, Fax: 91-80-344-1683. 1



2 S. MAHAJAN AND H. RAMESHKarger, Motwani and Sudan obtained an algorithm for coloring any k-colorablegraph with O(n1�3=(k+1) logn) colors[12]; in particular, for 3-colorable graphs, this al-gorithm requires O(n:25 logn) colors. This improves upon the deterministic algorithmof Blum[3] which requires O(n1� 1k�4=3 log 85 n) colors for k-colorable graphs.Frieze and Jerrum[7] obtained a .65 approximation algorithm for Max-Bisectionimproving the previous best known bound of .5 given by the random bisection algo-rithm. This problem requires partitioning the vertex set of a given graph into twoparts of roughly equal size such that the number of edges going from one side of thepartition to the other is maximized. They also obtained a 1� 1k +2 lnkk2 approximationalgorithm for the Max k-Cut problem, improving upon the previously best knownratio of 1� 1k given by a random k-Cut.Alon and Kahale[1] obtained an approximation algorithm for the Maximum Inde-pendent Set problem on graphs, which requires �nding the largest subset of vertices,no two of which are connected by an edge. For any constant k � 3, if the given graphhas an independent set of size n=k+m, where n is the number of vertices, they obtainan 
(m 3k+1 logm) sized independent set, improving the previously known bound of
(m 1k�1 ) due to Boppana and Halldorsson[4].All the new developments mentioned above are randomized algorithms. All ofthem share the following common paradigm. First, a semide�nite program is solvedto obtain a collection of n vectors in n dimensional space satisfying some propertiesdependent upon the particular problem in question. This step is deterministic (in theFeige, Goemans paper [6], there is another intermediate step of generating a new setof vectors from the vectors obtained above). Second, a set of independent randomvectors is generated, each vector being spherically symmetric, i.e., equally likely topass through any point on the n dimensional unit sphere centered at the origin.Finally, the solution is obtained using some computation on the n given vectors andthe random vectors.It is not obvious how to derandomize the above randomized algorithms, i.e., toobtain a \good" set of random vectors deterministically. A natural way to derandom-ize is to use the method of Conditional Probabilities[14, 16]. The problem that occursthen is to compute the conditional probabilities in polynomial time.Our Contribution. The main contribution of this paper is a technique which enablesderandomization of all approximation algorithms based upon semide�nite program-ming listed above. This leads to deterministic approximation algorithms for Max-Cut,Max k-Cut, Max Bisection, Max-2Sat, Max-Sat, Max-Dicut, k-Vertex Coloring, andMaximum Independent Set with the same approximation ratios as their randomizedcounterparts mentioned above. However, we must mention that running times of ourdeterministic algorithms though polynomial are quite slow, for example, O(n30) or sofor 3-Vertex Coloring. In this paper, we do not make an e�ort to pinpoint the exactpolynomial or to reduce the running time (within the realm of polynomials, that is).Our derandomization uses the conditional probability technique. We computeconditional probabilities as follows. First, we show how to express each conditionalprobability computation as a sequence of O(n) nested integrals. Performing thissequence of integrations with a small enough error seems hard to do in polynomialtime. The key observation which facilitates conditional probability computation inpolynomial time is that, using spherical symmetry properties, the above sequence ofO(n) nested integrals can be reduced to evaluating an expression with just a constantnumber of nested integrals for each of the approximation algorithms mentioned above.



DERANDOMIZING SEMIDEFINITE APPROXIMATION ALGORITHMS 3This new sequence of integrations can be performed with a small enough error inpolynomial time. A host of precision issues also crops up in the derandomization.Conditional probabilities must be computed only at a polynomial number of points.Further each conditional probability computation must be performed within a smallerror. We show how to handle these precision issues in polynomial time.As mentioned above, our derandomization techniques apply to all the semide�niteprogramming based approximation algorithms mentioned above. Loosely speaking,we believe our techniques are even more general, i.e., applicable to any scheme whichfollows the above paradigm and in which the critical performance analysis boils downto an \elementary event" involving just a constant number of the n vectors at a time.For example, in the graph coloring algorithm, only two vectors, corresponding to theendpoints of some edge, need to be considered at a time. An example of an elementaryevent involving 3 vectors is the Max-Dicut algorithm of Goemans and Williamson.Another example of the same is the algorithm of Alon, Kelsen, Mahajan, and Ramesh[2] for coloring 2-colorable 3-uniform hypergraphs approximately.The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we outline the Goemans andWilliamson Max-Cut algorithm and the Karger, Motwani, Sudan coloring algorithm.We then describe our derandomization scheme. Since the Karger-Motwani-Sudancoloring algorithm appears to be the hardest to derandomize amongst the algorithmsmentioned above, our exposition concentrates on this algorithm. The derandomizationof the other algorithms is similar. Section 3 describes the derandomization procedure.The following sections describe the derandomization procedure in detail.2. The Semide�nite Programming Paradigm. It is known that any concavepolynomial time computable function can be maximized (within some tolerance) overa convex set with a weak separation oracle in polynomial time [8]. A weak separationoracle (see [8], pp. 51) is one which, given a point y, either asserts that y is in or closeto the convex set in question, or produces a hyperplane which \almost" separates allpoints well within the convex set from y.One such convex set is the set of semide�nite matrices, i.e., those matrices whoseeigenvalues are all non-negative. A set formed by the intersections of half-spaces andthe set of semide�nite matrices is also a convex set. Further, this convex set admitsa weak separation oracle. A semide�nite program involves maximizing a polynomialtime computable concave function over one such convex set. Semide�nite programsare therefore solvable (up to an additive error exponentially small in the input length)in polynomial time. Goemans and Williamson �rst used this fact to obtain an ap-proximation algorithm for Max-Cut.The Goemans-Williamson Max-Cut Algorithm. Goemans and Williamsontook a natural integer program for Max-Cut and showed how to relax it to a semide�-nite program. The solution to this program is a set of n unit vectors, one correspondingto each vertex of the graph in question. These vectors emanate from the origin. Wecall these vectors vertex vectors. These are embedded in n dimensional space. Thisleads to the question as to how a large cut is obtained from these vectors.Goemans and Williamson choose a random hyperplane through the origin whosenormal is spherically symmetrically distributed; this hyperplane divides the vertexvectors into 2 groups, which de�ne a cut in the obvious manner. The expected num-ber E(W ) of edges1 across the cut is P(v;w)2E Pr(sign(v � R) 6= sign(w � R)) =P(v;w)2E arccos(v � w)=�, where E is the set of edges in the graph and v; w denote1For simplicity, we consider the unweighted Max-Cut problem.



4 S. MAHAJAN AND H. RAMESHboth vertices in the graph and the associated vertex vectors. Goemans andWilliamsonshow that E(W ) is at least :878 times the maximum cut.Note that the n random variables involved above are the n coordinates whichde�ne the normal R to the random hyperplane. Let R1; R2; : : : ; Rn be these randomvariables. For R to be spherically symmetrically distributed, it su�ces that the Ri'sare independent and identically distributed with a mean 0 and variance 1 normaldistribution, i.e., the density function is 1p2� e�x2=2 [5]. Derandomizing the abovealgorithm thus requires obtaining values for R1; : : : ; Rn deterministically so that thevalue of the cut given by the corresponding hyperplane is at least E(W ).The Goemans-WilliamsonDerandomization Procedure. Goemans andWilliamsonactually gave the following derandomization procedure for their algorithm, whichturned out to have a subtle bug described below.From the initial set of vertex vectors in n dimensions, they obtain a new set ofvertex vectors in n � 1 dimensions satisfying the property that the expected size ofthe cut obtained by partitioning the new vertex vectors with a random hyperplane inn � 1 dimensions is at least E(W ). This procedure is repeated until the number ofdimensions is down to 1, at which point partitioning the vectors becomes trivial. Itremains to show how the new vertex vectors in n � 1 dimensions are obtained fromthe older vertex vectors.Consider an edge v; w, with vertex vector v = (v1; : : : ; vn�1; vn) and vertex vectorw = (w1; : : : ; wn�1; wn). Recall that R = (R1; : : : ; Rn) is the normal to the randomhyperplane. Goemans and Williamson obtain v0; w0; R0 from v; w;R as follows. R0 =(R1; : : : ; Rn�2; sign(Rn�1)qR2n�1 +R2n), v0 = (v1; : : : ; vn�2; x cos(� � )) and w0 =(w1; : : : ; wn�2; y cos(�� )), where  = arctan(Rn=Rn�1), � = arctan(vn=vn�1), � =arctan(wn=wn�1), x = sign(vn�1)qv2n�1 + v2n) and y = sign(wn�1)qw2n�1 + w2n).These new de�nitions have the property that v0 �R0 = v �R and w0 �R0 = w �R. Toobtain the new vectors, one needs to decide on the value of . By the above property,there exists a value of  such thatP(v;w)2E Pr(sign(v0�R0) 6= sign(w0�R0)j) � E(W ).This value of  is found by computing P(v;w)2E Pr(sign(v0 � R0) 6= sign(w0 � R0)j)for a polynomial number of points in the suitably discretized interval [��2 ; �2 ]. At thispoint, Goemans and William claim that the vector R0 is spherically symmetric forany �xed value of , and therefore Pr(sign(v0 � R0) 6= sign(w0 � R0)j) = ( v0�w0jv0jjw0j )=�and is thus easy to compute.The aw lies in the fact that r = sign(Rn�1)qR2n�1 +R2n is not distributednormally with mean 0 and variance 1, even for a �xed value of . In fact, given , itcan be shown to be distributed according to the density function jrj2 e�r2=2. It is notclear how Pr(sign(v0 �R0) 6= sign(w0 �R0)j) can be computed for this distribution ofR0.The Karger-Motwani-Sudan Coloring Algorithm. Our description of this al-gorithm is based on the conference proceedings version of their paper [12].The Karger, Motwani, Sudan algorithm shows how to color a 3-colorable graphof n vertices with O(n1=4 logn) colors. The authors use a semide�nite program toobtain a set of vertex vectors such that v � w � � 12 , for all edges (v; w). Note thatif these vectors are somehow constrained to be in 2 dimensions, then there are atmost 3 distinct vectors, which would specify a 3-coloring. However, the output tothe semide�nite program are vectors in an n-dimensional space. It remains to bedescribed how a coloring is obtained from these vectors. This is done as follows.



DERANDOMIZING SEMIDEFINITE APPROXIMATION ALGORITHMS 5Karger, Motwani and Sudan choose r vectors, t1; : : : ; tr, independently and atrandom; each is spherically symmetric. These vectors are called centers. The numberof centers r will be spelled out in a few paragraphs. Let the jth coordinate of tibe denoted by ti[j], 1 � j � n. Spherical symmetry is obtained by the followingprocedure: each ti[j] is chosen independently at random from a normal distributionwith mean 0 and variance 1. The color that vertex v gets is simply c, where tc � v =max1�i�r ti � v. In other words, the color assigned to a vertex v corresponds tothat amongst the r centers which has the largest projection on the vector v. Tiesin choosing the vector with the largest projection occur with probability 0 and cantherefore be ignored.To determine how good the above procedure is, it is necessary to determine theprobability that an edge is bad, i.e., both its endpoints get the same color. Considertwo vertex vectors v; w, such that (v; w) is an edge e in G = (V;E). The probabilitythat v and w get the same color in the algorithm is given by Pr(Ee) =Prk=1 Pr(Eek),where Eek is the event that both get color tk. Eek can be written as:Eek: tk � v = maxft1 � v; : : : ; tr � vg ^ tk � w = maxft1 � w; : : : ; tr � wgKarger, Motwani and Sudan[12] show the following theorem (see Theorem 7.7,Corollary 7.8 and Lemma 7.9 of [12]).Theorem 2.1. For r = O(d1=3 log4=3 d), if edge e = (v; w) satis�es v � w ��1=2+O(1= logr) then Pr(Ee) = O( 1d ), where d is the maximum degree of the graph.ThusPe2E Pr(Ee), i.e., the expected number of bad edges, can be made less than n=4by an appropriate choice of constants.Thus, at the end of the above procedure, the expected number of bad edges isless than n=4. All vertices except those upon which these bad edges are incident arediscarded (the colors assigned to them are �nal). The expected number of remainingvertices is at most n=2. Markov's inequality helps to bound their number with areasonable probability. These vertices are recolored by repeating the above procedureO(logn) times, using a fresh set of colors each time. This gives anO(d1=3 log4=3 d logn)coloring of a 3-colorable graph. This combined with a technique due to Wigderson[17] gives an O(n1=4 logn) coloring of a 3-colorable graph.Derandomizing the above algorithm entails deterministically obtaining values forti[j]'s so that the number of bad edges is at most the expected number of bad edgesabove, i.e., n=4. Actually it su�ces to obtain values for ti[j]'s such that the numberof bad edges is at most n=4 +O(1). This is what we will do.Note that the Goemans-Williamson algorithm uses a random hyperplane whilethe Karger-Motwani-Sudan algorithm uses a set of random centers. Although these 2methods seem di�erent, the hyperplane method can be interpreted as just the centermethod with 2 centers.3. The Derandomization Scheme. We give an overview of our derandomiza-tion scheme in this section. For simplicity, we restrict our exposition here to the deran-domization of the Karger-Motwani-Sudan algorithm for coloring 3-colorable graphs.Our procedure easily generalizes to all other known semide�nite programming basedapproximation algorithms listed in Section 1.Notation. For a vector u, we denote by u[l : : :m] the vector formed by the lth tomth coordinates of u.



6 S. MAHAJAN AND H. RAMESHOur derandomization procedure has two steps. The �rst step described in Section3.1 is a discretization step. It is necessary for reasons which will become clear later.This step obtains a new set of vertex vectors which are \close" to the initial vertexvectors. The new vertex vectors satisfy the property that the Karger-Motwani-Sudanrandomized algorithm continues to give the claimed theoretical performance on thesevectors as well. This justi�es the use of the new vectors in the actual derandomizationprocess, which is the second step and is described in Section 3.2.3.1. Preprocessing Vertex Vectors: Discretization. Before we describe ourderandomization scheme, we discretize the vertex vectors obtained from the semidef-inite program so as to satisfy the following properties. Let � be a parameter which is�( 1n2 ).1. Each component of each vector is at least inverse polynomial (more precisely,
(�)) in absolute value.2. The dot product of any pair of vectors changes only by an inverse polynomial(more precisely, O(n�)) in absolute value.3. For each pair of vectors v; w and every h, 1 � h < n, when the coordi-nate system is rotated so that v[h : : : n] = (b1; 0; : : : ; 0) and w[h : : : n] =(b01; b02; 0; : : : ; 0), b1 and b02 are at least some inverse polynomial (more pre-cisely, 
(�) and 
(�2), respectively) in absolute value.The method for performing the discretization is given in Appendix 1. The purposeof the above discretization will become clear in the next subsection. Of course, wehave to show that the above discretization does not cause much error. This is truebecause v �w, which was at most � 12 before the discretization, is at most � 12 +O( 1n )now, for each edge e = (v; w). Then, by Theorem 2.1, the theoretical bounds of theKarger-Motwani-Sudan randomized algorithm continue to hold for discretized vectorsas well.From now on, all our references to vectors will be to the discretized vectors.3.2. Outline of the Derandomization Procedure. The scheme is essentiallyto use the method of conditional expectations to deterministically �nd values for thevectors t1; : : : ; tr so that the number of bad edges is just n=4 +O(1).We order the conditional variables as follows: t1[1] : : : t1[n]; t2[1] : : : t2[n]; : : : ; tr[1] : : : tr[n].The values of these are �xed one by one, in order. So suppose that the valuest1[1 : : : n]; t2[1 : : : n]; : : : ; ti[1 : : : j�1] have been determined. We will show how a valuefor ti[j] is determined.Notations. Let E be an event. Then Pr(Eji; j; �) denotes the probability that theevent E occurs when the values for all conditional variables before ti[j] have been �xedas above and ti[j] itself is assigned value �. So, for example, Pr(Eek ji; j; �) denotesthe probability that event Eek occurs (i.e., that both endpoints of edge e get the colorassociated with center tk), when the values for all conditional variables before ti[j]have been �xed as above and ti[j] itself is assigned value �. For notational brevity,sometimes we use fe;k(�) to denote Pr(Eke ji; j; �).Let p(�) be the expected number of bad edges, when the values for all condi-tional variables before ti[j] are �xed as above and ti[j] is assigned value �; p(�) =Pe2EPrk=1 fe;k(�).Note that both fe;k(�) and p(�) implicitly refer to some �xed values of i and j.This will be the case throughout this paper.Problem to be solved now. The problem now is to �nd a value of � for whichp(�) �Pe2EPrk=1 Pr(Eke jt1[1 : : : n]; t2[1 : : : n]; : : : ; ti[1 : : : j � 1]). In other words, we



DERANDOMIZING SEMIDEFINITE APPROXIMATION ALGORITHMS 7want a value of � with the following property: the expected number of bad edges withti[j] assigned � and t1[1 : : : n]; t2[1 : : : n]; : : : ; ti[1 : : : j�1] �xed as above, is at most theexpected number of bad edges with just t1[1 : : : n]; t2[1 : : : n]; : : : ; ti[1 : : : j� 1] �xed asabove.Fixing ti[j]. Let � =Pe2EPrk=1 Pr(Eke jt1[1 : : : n]; t2[1 : : : n]; : : : ; ti[1 : : : j � 1]). Wewant to compute a value � such that p(�) � � . We will not be able to compute sucha �. However, we will show the following.In Theorem 3.1, we claim that working with the discretized vertex vectors, wecan compute a value �, such that p(�) is within O( 1n2 ) of � . Corollary 3.2 then showsthat this su�ces to obtain the required bound on the number of colors.Theorem 3.1. A value � for ti[j] satisfying the following property can be com-puted in polynomial time: p(�) � � +O(1=n2).From the above theorem, we get the following corollary.Corollary 3.2. After all ti[j]'s have been �xed and colors assigned to verticesas in the randomized algorithm, the number of bad edges is at most n4 +O(1).Proof. Note that the number of conditional variables ti[j] is nr � n2 (actually for3-colorable graphs r is much smaller, namely d1=3 log4=3 d, where d is the maximumdegree).Recall that the expected number of bad edges before any of the random variableswas �xed is at most n4 . By Theorem 3.1, the expected number of bad edges after the�rst conditional variable is �xed is at most n4 + O( 1n2 ). An easy inductive argumentshows that the expected number of bad edges after the lth conditional variable is �xedis at most n4 + O( ln2 ). After all the nr � n2 conditional variables have been �xed,the expected number of bad edges (which is just the number of bad edges since allconditional variables are now �xed) is at most n4 +O(1).Note that while the Karger-Motwani-Sudan algorithm ensures that the number ofbad edges is less than n=4, our deterministic algorithm shows a slightly weaker bound,i.e., at most n=4 + O(1). However, it can be seen easily that this weaker bound onthe number of bad edges also su�ces to obtain the bound of O(n1=4 logn) colors forcoloring a 3-colorable graph deterministically.The rest of this paper will be aimed at proving Theorem 3.1. This is accomplished byperforming the following steps, each of which is elaborated in detail in the followingsections.Remark. The purpose of discretizing the vertex vectors earlier can be explainednow. The intention is to ensure that derivatives of the functions fe;k(�) and p(�)(with respect to �) are bounded by a polynomial in n. This, in turn, ensures that thevalues of the above functions between any two nearby points will not be too di�erentfrom their values at these two points, thus facilitating discrete evaluation, which wewill need to do.3.3. Steps Required to Prove Theorem 3.1. The following steps are per-formed in our algorithm to obtain the value � described above. Recall again that weare working with �xed values of i; j, and assuming that t1[1 : : : n]; t2[1 : : : n]; : : : ; ti[1 : : : j�1] have already been �xed.Step 1. In order to compute �, we would like to evaluate p(�) at a number ofpoints. However, we can a�ord to evaluate p(�) only for a polynomial number ofpoints. In Section 4, we show how to obtain a set S of polynomial size such thatmin�2S p(�) � � = O( 1n2 ). Therefore, in order to compute �, it su�ces to evaluate



8 S. MAHAJAN AND H. RAMESHp(�) at points in S, as long as the evaluation at each point in S is correct to withinan additive O( 1n2 ) error.Step 2. We now need to show how p(�) can be evaluated within an additive O( 1n2 )error for any particular point � in polynomial time. Of course, we need to do thiscomputation for points in S only, but the description of this step is for any generalpoint �.To compute p(�), we need to compute fe;k(�) to within an O( 1n5 ) additive error,for each edge e and each center k (using the rather liberal upper bounds of O(n2)for the number of edges and O(n) for the number of centers). We will describe thiscomputation for a particular edge e and a particular center k. This will involve twosubsteps. The �rst substep will develop an expression involving a nested sequence ofintegrations for fe;k(�) and the second substep will actually evaluate this expressionwithin the required error.Substep 2a. We show how to write fe;k(�) as an expression involving a nestedsequence of integrations of constant depth. This is done is two stages. In the �rststage, in Section 5, fe;k(�) is expressed as a nested sequence of integrations of constantdepth, with the integrand comprising only basic functions and a function I , de�nedas below. Subsequently, in Section 6, we express the function I itself as an expressioninvolving a constant number of nested integrations. This requires the use of sphericalsymmetry properties. The fact that the depth of integration is a constant will besigni�cant in Substep 2b. If this were not the case, then it is not clear how fe;k(�)could be computed within the required error bounds at any point � in polynomialtime.De�nition. Let b; b0 be vectors of the same dimension, which is at least 2. Let abe another vector of the same dimension whose entries are independent and normallydistributed with mean 0 and variance 1. Let x � y and x0 � y0 be in the range�1 : : :1. Then I(b; b0; x; y; x0; y0) denotes Pr((x � a � b � y) ^ (x0 � a � b0 � y0)).Substep 2b. The expression for fe;k(�) obtained in Substep 2a is evaluated to withinan O( 1n5 ) additive error in this step in polynomial time. This is described in Section7.Remarks on dfe;k(�)d� . We will also be concerned with the di�erentiability of p(�) andtherefore fe;k(�), for each edge e and each center k. From the expressions derived forfe;k(�) in Section 5, the following properties about the di�erentiability of fe;k(�) willbecome clear. These properties will be used in Section 4, i.e., to obtain the set S asdescribed in Step 1. We state these properties in a lemma for future reference. Theproof of this lemma in Section 5 will not rely on any usage of the lemma in Section 4.Lemma 3.3. When j < n � 1, fe;k(�) is di�erentiable (w.r.t �) for all �. Whenj = n� 1 or j = n, fe;k(�) is di�erentiable for all but at most 2 values of �.4. Step 1: Determining set S. We show how to obtain a set S of polyno-mial size such that min�2S p(�) � � = O( 1n2 ). Recall from Section 3.2 that p(�) =Pe2EPrk=1 fe;k(�) =Pe2EPrk=1 Pr(Eke ji; j; �).We will use the following theorem from [5] (Chap 7, Lemma 2).Theorem 4.1. For every a > 0, R1a e��22 d� � 1ae� a22 .First, we show that we can restrict � to the range �3plnn : : : 3plnn.Lemma 4.2. min�3plnn<�<3plnn p(�)� � = O( 1n2 ).Proof. Note that � =Pe2EPrk=1 Pr(Eek jt1[1] : : : ti[j�1]) = 1p2� R1�1 p(�)e� �22 d�.



DERANDOMIZING SEMIDEFINITE APPROXIMATION ALGORITHMS 9Let �min be the point in the above range at which p(�) is minimized in this range.Then p(�min) � R 3plnn�3plnn p(�)e� �22 d�R 3plnn�3plnn e� �22 d� � �(1� 2 R13plnn e� �22 d�) � �1�O( 1n4:5 ), by Theorem 4.1. Therefore, p(�min) � �(1 +O( 1n4:5 )) � � +O( 1n2:5 ), as required.The set S we choose will comprise points which are multiples of �(1=n9) inthe range �3plnn : : : 3plnn. In addition, it will contain all those points in theabove range at which p(�) is not di�erentiable. By Lemma 3.3, there will be at most2rjEj = O(n3) such points, at most 2 for each edge-center pair. These points will beobtained in the process of writing down the expressions for fe;k(�) in Section 5. Thesize of S is thus O(n9plnn).We need to show that evaluating p(�) at just points in S su�ces to approximatemin�3plnn<�<3plnn p(�) to within O( 1n2 ). For this, we will need to bound the deriva-tive of p(�) with respect to �, wherever it exists, in the above range. This is done inLemma 4.3.Lemma 4.3. At any point �, jdp(�)d� j = O(n7), whenever it exists. Consider any� = O( 1n9 ). Then it follows that jp(� +�)� p(�)j � O( 1n2 ), for any � such that p(�)is di�erentiable everywhere in the range ]� : : : � +�[.Proof. The second part follows from the fact that jp(�+�)�p(�)j� = O(n7). This isbecause the slope of p() must equal p(�+�)�p(�)� at some point in the range ]� : : : �+�[.To show the �rst part, we show in Appendix 2 that the derivative of each fe;k(�)is bounded by O(n4) wherever it exists. Thus the derivative of p(�) will be boundedby O(rjEjn4) = O(n7) as claimed.Corollary 4.4. If �min is the point in the range �3plnn < � < 3plnn atwhich p(�) is minimized in this range, then p(�min) can be approximated to within anO( 1n2 ) additive error by evaluating p(�) at the nearest point in S which is bigger than�min.From Lemma 4.2 and Corollary 4.4, we conclude that min�2S p(�)� � = O( 1n2 ),as required.5. Substep 2a: Deriving Expressions for fe;k(�). Recall that fe;k(�) =Pr(Eek ji; j; �) is the probability that both endpoints v; w of e are assigned the colorcorresponding to center tk, when the values for all conditional variables before ti[j]have been determined and ti[j] is assigned �. For a �xed edge e = (v; w) and some�xed k, we show how to express fe;k(�) in terms of some basic functions and the func-tion I() de�ned earlier. The exact expression will depend upon which of a number ofcases occurs. However, the thing to note is that the expression in each case will haveonly a constant number of nested integrals. For each case, we will also determinepoints �, if any, at which fe;k(�) is not di�erentiable. Recall that these points arenecessary in de�ning S in Section 4. Then, in Section 6, we will show how I() itselfcan be expressed in terms of basic functions and nested integrals of depth just 2.Notation. For convenience, we use the notation Pr((x � tk �v � x+dx)^(y � tk �w �y+dy)) to denote the density function of the joint probability distribution of tk �v andtk �w, multiplied by dxdy. Informally speaking, the above term denotes the probabilitythat tk � v is in the in�nitesimal range x : : : x + dx and tk � w is in the in�nitesimalrange y : : : y+dy. Similarly, we use the notation I(v; w; x; x+dx; y; y+dy) to denote



10 S. MAHAJAN AND H. RAMESHPr((x � a � b � x + dx) ^ (y � a � b0 � y + dy)), where a is as in the de�nition of I(see Section 3.3). So what I(v; w; x; x+dx; y; y+dy) e�ectively denotes is the densityfunction of the joint probability distribution of a � b; a � b0 multiplied by dxdy. Theexpression we derive for fe;k(�) will have terms of the form I(v; w; x; x+dx; y; y+dy).In Section 6, we will expand this term out in terms of the actual density function.Before giving the expressions for fe;k(�),we need to reiterate a basic fact.Fact 1. Note that ti+1; ti+2; : : : ; tr are all completely undetermined, mutually inde-pendent, independent of t1; : : : ; ti, and identically distributed in a spherically sym-metric manner in n dimensions. ti[j + 1 : : : n] is also undetermined and is sphericallysymmetrically distributed in n � j dimensions and is independent of ti+1; : : : tr andof all the previously �xed components of ti.The Cases to be Considered. There are 3 cases, depending upon whether k < i,k = i, or k > i. Each case has 3 subcases, depending upon whether j < n � 1,j = n� 1 or j = n. We have to consider these 3 subcases separately for the followingreason. When j < n�1, we will express the above probability in terms of the functionI(). For j = n� 1 and j = n, we cannot express the above probability in terms of I()(recall that I() was only de�ned when its argument vectors are at least 2-dimensional).Therefore, in these 2 subcases, we have to express the probability directly. These 2subcases themselves need to be separated because the derivative of fe;k(�) behavesdi�erently in these 2 subcases, and the behaviour is crucial to the analysis (settingup S in Section 4). Recall Lemma 3.3 in this context.Note from Property 1 of Section 3.1 that v[n]; w[n] are non-zero. We will need todivide by these quantities at points.Notation. For vectors a; b, let a � b[l;m] denote a[l : : :m] � b[l : : :m] =Pmh=l a[h]b[h].Let �0 = ti � v[1 : : : j � 1] and let �0 = ti � w[1 : : : j � 1].Case 1. k < i. In this case, the center tk has been already determined. Let tk �v = �and tk �w = �. Centers t1; : : : ; ti�1 have also been determined. If one of t1 �v; : : : ; ti�1 �vis greater than � or if one of t1 �w; : : : ; ti�1 �w is greater than � then Pr(Eek ji; j; �) is0. Otherwise, it is:fe;k(�) = Pr(^rl=i(tl � v � � ^ tl � w � �)ji; j; �)Note that the events tl � v � � ^ tl � w � �, i � l � r, are all independent.Case 1.1. j < n� 1. By Fact 1:fe;k(�) = Pr(ti � v � � ^ ti � w � �ji; j; �)� Pr(tr � v � � ^ tr � w � �)r�i= Pr(�0 + �v[j] + ti � v[j + 1 : : : n] � � ^ �0 + �w[j] + ti � w[j + 1 : : : n] � �)�Pr(tr � v � � ^ tr � w � �)r�i= Pr(ti � v[j + 1 : : : n] � �� �0 � �v[j] ^ ti � w[j + 1 : : : n] � � � �0 � �w[j])�Pr(tr � v � � ^ tr � w � �)r�i= I(v[j + 1 : : : n]; w[j + 1 : : : n];�1; �� �0 � �v[j];�1; � � �0 � �w[j]) �Ir�i(v; w;�1; �;�1; �)Based on the following lemma, we claim that the the derivative of fe;k(�) withrespect to � is always de�ned for the above case. The same will be true for Cases 2.1and 3.1.



DERANDOMIZING SEMIDEFINITE APPROXIMATION ALGORITHMS 11Lemma 5.1. I(b; b0;A(�);B(�); C(�);D(�)) is di�erentiable with respect to � forall �, where A();B(); C();D() are linear functions of �.Proof. Will be described in Section 6, after the expression for I() is derived.Case 1.2. j = n� 1. We derive the expression for fe;k(�) for the case when v[n] andw[n] are both positive. The other cases are similar. By Fact 1 and the fact that ti[n]is normally distributed:fe;k(�) = Pr(ti � v � � ^ ti � w � �ji; n� 1; �)� Pr(tr � v � � ^ tr � w � �)r�i= Pr(ti[n]v[n] � �� �0 � �v[n� 1] ^ ti[n]w[n] � � � �0 � �w[n� 1])�Pr(tr � v � � ^ tr � w � �)r�i= Pr(ti[n] � minf�� �0 � �v[n� 1]v[n] ; � � �0 � �w[n� 1]w[n] g)� Pr(tr � v � � ^ tr � w � �)r�i= ( 1p2� Z minf���0�v[n�1]�v[n] ; ���0�w[n�1]�w[n] g�1 e�z2=2dz)� Ir�i(v; w;�1; �;�1; �)Note that the derivative of fe;k(�) with respect to � is unde�ned at only one point,namely, the value of � for which ���0�v[n�1]�v[n] = ���0�w[n�1]�w[n] .Case 1.3. j = n. If ti � v = �0 + v[n]� > � or ti � w = �0 + w[n]� > �, then ti hasa bigger dot product than tk with at least one of v or w, and therefore, fe;k(�) = 0.Otherwise:fe;k(�) = Pr(ti � v � � ^ ti � w � �ji; j; �)Pr(tr � v � � ^ tr � w � �)r�i= Pr(tr � v � � ^ tr � w � �)r�i= Ir�i(v; w;�1; �;�1; �)Note that the derivative of fe;k(�) with respect to � is unde�ned only for twovalues, namely, when � = �0 + v[n]� and � = �0 + w[n]�.Case 2. k > i. Let maxft1 � v; : : : ; ti�1 � vg = � and maxft1 � w; : : : ; ti�1 � wg = �.tk � v must be greater than � and tk �w must be greater than � for tk to be the colorassigned to both v and w. Then, let A be the event tk � v � � ^ tk � w � � and Bl bethe event tl � v � tk � v ^ tl � w � tk � w, l � i; l 6= k.Note that the events Bl in this case are not independent. However, they areindependent for �xed values of tk �v and tk �w. In what follows, we will, at appropriatepoints, �x tk �v and tk �w to be in some in�nitesimal intervals, and then integrate overthese intervals. Within such an integral, the values of tk �v and tk �w may be treated as�xed, and therefore, the events corresponding to the Bl's with the above values �xedbecome independent. Note that we do not do any discretization or approximationhere. Rather, what we derive here is an exact integral using the slightly non-standardbut intuitively illustrative notation Pr((x � tk � v � x+ dx) ^ (y � tk � w � y + dy))de�ned earlier in this section.Case 2.1. j < n� 1. fe;k(�) = Pr(A ^ Bi ^ : : : Bk�1 ^Bk+1 ^ : : : Brji; j; �)



12 S. MAHAJAN AND H. RAMESH= Z 1x=� Z 1y=�(Pr((x � tk � v � x+ dx) ^ (y � tk � w � y + dy))Pr(ti � v � x ^ ti � w � yji; j; �))Yl=i+1;:::k�1;k+1;:::rPr(tl � v � x ^ tl � w � yji; j; �))= Z 1x=� Z 1y=�(I(v; w; x; x + dx; y; y + dy)Pr(�0 + �v[j] + ti � v[j + 1; n] � x ^ �0 + �w[j] + ti � w[j + 1; n] � y)Ir�i�1(v; w;�1; x;�1; y))= Z 1x=� Z 1y=�(I(v; w; x; x + dx; y; y + dy)I(v[j + 1 : : : n]; w[j + 1 : : : n];�1; x� �0 � v[j]�;�1; y � �0 � w[j]�)Ir�i�1(v; w;�1; x;�1; y))By Lemma 5.1, f(�) is always di�erentiable with respect to � in this case.Case 2.2. j = n� 1. Assume that v[n] and w[n] are positive. The remaining casesare similar. Then fe;k(�) = Pr(A ^ Bi ^ : : : Bk�1 ^ Bk+1 ^ : : : Brji; n� 1; �)= Z 1x=� Z 1y=�(Pr((x � tk � v � x+ dx) ^ (y � tk � w � y + dy))Yl=i;:::k�1;k+1;:::r Pr(tl � v � x ^ tl � w � yji; n� 1; �))= Z 1x=� Z 1y=�(I(v; w; x; x + dx; y; y + dy)Pr(�0 + �v[n� 1] + ti[n]v[n] � x ^ �0 + �w[n� 1] + ti[n]w[n] � y)Yl=i+1;:::k�1;k+1;:::r Pr(tl � v � x ^ tl � w � y))= Z 1x=� Z 1y=�(I(v; w; x; x + dx; y; y + dy)( 1p2� Z minf x��0�v[n�1]�v[n] ; y��0�w[n�1]�w[n] gz=�1 e�z2=2dz)Ir�i�1(v; w;�1; x;�1; y))= 1p2� Z 1z=�1 Z 1x=maxf�;�0+v[n]z+v[n�1]�g Z 1y=maxf�;�0+w[n]z+w[n�1]�g(I(v; w; x; x + dx; y; y + dy)Ir�i�1(v; w;�1; x;�1; y)e�z2=2)dzNote that the derivative of fe;k(�) with respect to � is unde�ned only when���0�v[n�1]�v[n] = ���0�w[n�1]�w[n] . We see this by the following argument. Considerthe values of � for which ���0�v[n�1]�v[n] < ���0�w[n�1]�w[n] . The above expression forfe;k(�) can then be split up into a sum of three terms described below. From theresulting expression, it is clear that it is di�erentiable for all values of � such that���0�v[n�1]�v[n] < ���0�w[n�1]�w[n] . A similar argument shows that fe;k(�) is di�erentiablefor all values of � such that ���0�v[n�1]�v[n] > ���0�w[n�1]�w[n] .



DERANDOMIZING SEMIDEFINITE APPROXIMATION ALGORITHMS 13fe;k(�) =1p2� Z ���0�v[n�1]�v[n]z=�1 Z 1x=� Z 1y=�(I(v; w; x; x + dx; y; y + dy)Ir�i�1(v; w;�1; x;�1; y)e�z2=2dz)+ 1p2� Z ���0�w[n�1]�w[n]z=���0�v[n�1]�v[n] Z 1x=�0+v[n]z+v[n�1]� Z 1y=�(I(v; w; x; x + dx; y; y + dy)Ir�i�1(v; w;�1; x;�1; y)e� z22 dz)+ 1p2� Z 1z= ���0�w[n�1]�w[n] Z 1x=�0+v[n]z+v[n�1]� Z 1y=�0+w[n]z+w[n�1]�(I(v; w; x; x + dx; y; y + dy)Ir�i�1(v; w;�1; x;�1; y)e� z22 dz)Case 2.3. j = n. Since ti[n] is assigned to � and all other components of ti are �xed,tk � v > maxf�; �0 + v[n]�g and tk � w > maxf�; �0 + w[n]�g for tk to be the colorassigned to both v and w. Then fe;k(�) = Pr(A^Bi ^ : : : Bk�1 ^Bk+1 ^ : : : Brji; n; �)= Z 1y=maxf�;�0+w[n]�g Z 1x=maxf�;�0+v[n]�g(Pr((x � tk � v � x+ dx) ^ (y � tk � w � y + dy))Yl=i+1;:::k�1;k+1;:::r Pr(tl � v � x ^ tl � w � yji; n; �))= Z 1y=maxf�;�0+w[n]�g Z 1x=maxf�;�0+v[n]�g(Pr((x � tk � v � x+ dx) ^ (y � tk � w � y + dy))Yl=i+1;:::k�1;k+1;:::rPr(tl � v � x ^ tl � w � y))= Z 1maxf�;�0+w[n]�g Z 1maxf�;�0+v[n]�g(I(v; w; x; x + dx; y; y + dy)Ir�i�1(v; w;�1; x;�1; y)Note that the derivative of the above expression with respect to � is unde�nedonly for two values, namely, when � = �0 + v[n]� and � = �0 + w[n]�.Case 3. k = i. Let maxft1 � v; : : : ; ti�1 � vg = � and maxft1 � w; : : : ; ti�1 � wg = �.ti � v > � and ti � w > �, for ti to be the color assigned to both v and w. Then, let Abe the event ti � v � � ^ ti � w � � and Bl be the event tl � v � ti � v ^ tl � w � ti � w,l > i.Again, note that the events Bl in this case are not independent. However, theyare independent for �xed values of ti � v and ti � w. Then, as in Case 2:Case 3.1. j < n� 1.fe;k(�) = Pr(A ^Bi+1 ^ : : : ^Brji; j; �)



14 S. MAHAJAN AND H. RAMESH= Z 1x=� Z 1y=�(I(v[j + 1 : : : n]; w[j + 1 : : : n]; x� �0 � v[j]�; x+ dx� �0 � v[j]�;y � �0 � w[j]�; y + dy � �0 � w[j]�)Ir�i(v; w;�1; x;�1; y))By Lemma 5.1, f(�) is always di�erentiable with respect to � in this case.Case 3.2. j = n � 1. Assume that v[n] and w[n] are positive. The other cases aresimilar. fe;k(�) = Pr(A ^ Bi+1 ^ : : : ^ Brji; n� 1; �)= 1p2� Z 1z=maxf���0�v[n�1]�v[n] ; ���0�w[n�1]�w[n] g(Ir�i(v; w;�1; �0 + v[n� 1]� + v[n]z;�1; �0 + w[n� 1]� + w[n]z)e�z2=2dz)Note that the derivative of the above expression with respect to � is unde�nedonly when ���0�v[n�1]�v[n] = ���0�w[n�1]�w[n] .Case 3.3. j = n. If v[n]� + �0 < � or w[n]� + �0 < � then this probability is 0.Otherwise,fe;k(�) = Pr(A ^Bi+1 ^ : : : ^Brji; j; �) = Ir�i(v; w;�1; �0 + v[n]�;�1; �0 + w[n]�)Note that the derivative of the above expression with respect to � is possiblyunde�ned only for two at most 2 values, namely, when � = �0 + v[n]� and � =�0 + w[n]�.6. Substep 2a: Expressing I(b; b0; x; y; x0; y0). Recall that I(b; b0; x; y; x0; y0)denotes Pr((x � a � b � y) ^ (x0 � a � b0 � y0)), where a is a vector whose entries areindependent and normally distributed with mean 0 and variance 1. We show how toderive an expression for this probability in terms of nested integrals of depth 2, withthe integrand comprising only of basic functions. Let b and b0 be h dimensional. Notethat h � 2. Consider the h dimensional coordinate system with respect to which b; b0are speci�ed.The Naive Way. Note that a naive way to compute I is to perform a sequence ofh nested integrals, one over each of a[1] : : : a[h], the coordinates of the vector a. Hereis the naive expression, for the case when b[h] and b0[h] are both positive. A similarexpression holds for other cases.( 1p2� )h Z 1a[1]=�1 Z 1a[2]=�1 � � � Z 1a[h�1]=�1 Z �a[h]=� e�Phl=1 a[l]22 da[h]da[h� 1] � � �da[1]where � = maxf(x� h�1X1 a[i]b[i])=b[h]; (x0 � h�1X1 a[i]b0[i])=b0[h]g� = minf(y � h�1X1 a[i]b[i])=b[h]; (y0 � h�1X1 a[i]b0[i])=b0[h]g



DERANDOMIZING SEMIDEFINITE APPROXIMATION ALGORITHMS 15Computing this integral to within the required error bounds in polynomial timeseems hard. We use the following method instead.Our Method. Note that since each coordinate of a is normally distributed withmean 0 and variance 1, a has a spherically symmetric distribution. We rotate thecoordinate system so that b = (b1; 0; : : : ; 0) and b0 = (b01; b02; 0 : : : ; 0), where b1; b02 � 0.As we will show shortly, both b1; b02 will be strictly positive for all our calls to I . Leta0[1]a0[2] : : : a0[h] be the coordinates of a under the rotated coordinate system. Thefollowing lemma is key.Lemma 6.1. The probability distribution of a0 is identical to that of a. That is allthe coordinates of a0 are independently distributed according to the normal distributionwith mean 0 and variance 1.Proof. Let x1; : : : ; xh denote the initial coordinate system and let x01; x02; : : : ; x0hdenote the coordinate system after rotation. Then (x1; x2; � � � ; xh)A = (x01; x02; � � � ; x0h),where A is the orthonormal rotation matrix, i.e., AAT = I .Next, recall that the probability density function of a[l] is 1p2� e� x2l2 , for l = 1 : : : h.We show that the probability density function of a0[l] is 1p2� e� (x0l)22 , for l = 1 : : : h. Wealso show that the joint probability density function of the a0[l]s is just the productof their individual density functions. The lemma then follows.The density function of the joint distribution of a[1]; : : : ; a[h] is 1(p2�)h e�Ph1 x2l2 .We now derive the joint distribution of a0[1]; : : : ; a0[h]. Since (x1; x2; � � � ; xh)A =(x01; x02; � � � ; x0h) and A is orthonormal,Ph1 x2l =Ph1 (x0l)2. Using the standard methodfor performing coordinate transformation, the density function of the joint distributionof a0[1]; : : : ; a0[h] is 1(p2�)h e�Ph1 (x0l)22 det(B), where B is the matrix whose p; qth entryis @xp@x0q . Since (x1; x2; � � � ; xh) = (x01; x02; � � � ; x0h)AT , the matrix B is easily seen tobe identical to A. Since A is orthonormal, det(A) = 1, and therefore, the densityfunction of the joint distribution of a0[1]; : : : ; a0[h] is just 1(p2�)h e�Ph1 (x0l)22 .Finally, the density function of a0[l] can be seen to be 1p2� e� (x0l)22 by integratingaway the other terms, i.e.,Z 1x1=�1 Z 1x2=�1 � � � Z 1xl�1=�1 Z 1xl+1=�1 � � � Z 1xh=�1( 1(p2�)h e�Ph1 (x0l)22 )dx0hdx0h�1 � � � dx0l+1dx0l�1 � � � dx01 = 1p2� e� (x0l)22Having rotated the coordinate axes, note that a0 � b = a0[1]b1 and a0 � b0 = a0[1]b01+a0[2]b02. Now I(b; b0; x; y; x0; y0) denotes Pr((x � a0[1]b1 � y)^ (x0 � a0[1]b01+a0[2]b02 �y0)). We give the expression for I(b; b0; x; y; x0; y0) in the following lemma for futurereference.Lemma 6.2.I(b; b0; x; y; x0; y0) = Pr((x � a0[1]b1 � y) ^ (x0 � a0[1]b01 + a0[2]b02 � y0))



16 S. MAHAJAN AND H. RAMESH= Pr(( xb1 � a0[1] � yb1 ) ^ (x0 � a0[1]b01b02 � a0[2] � y0 � a0[1]b01b02 ))= 12� Z y=b1x=b1 e� z22 (Z (y0�zb01)=b02(x0�zb01)=b02 e� z022 dz0) dzLemma 6.3. jb1j = 
(�) = 
( 1n2 ) and jb02j = 
(�2) = 
( 1n4 ).Proof. Note that b; b0 are of the form v[h : : : n]; w[h : : : n] for vertex vectors v andw and h � n�1, in all the calls we make to I(). The lemma now follows from Property3 of the discretization of vertex vectors in Section 3.1.Two Remarks. We remark that Lemma 5.1 can be easily seen to hold by inspectingthe expression derived in Lemma 6.2, with x; x0; y; y0 replaced by linear functions of�. Second, recall from Section 5 that some of the expressions involve occurrences ofI() with y = x+ dx and y0 = x0 + dx0. It can be easily seen thatPr((x � a�b � x+dx)^(x0 � a�b0 � x0+dx0)) = 12� 1b1b02 e� (x=b1)22 e� (x0�xb01=b1)22(b02)2 dx0 dx7. Substep 2b: Evaluating fe;k(�). Sections 5 and 6 derived expressions forfe;k(�), which were nested integrals with constant depth (at most 5). We now showhow to evaluate these expressions at any given value of � in polynomial time with justO( 1n5 ) error.To show the above, we will have to establish a number of facts. First, in Lemma7.1, we show that all the expressions we derived in Sections 5 and 6 involve integra-tions where the integrand has a particular form. This enables us to focus on onlyintegrations of this form. We show how to perform each such integration within aninverse polynomial error, with the polynomial being chosen so that the �nal error incomputing fe;k(�) is O( 1n5 ) as required.To perform each such integration, we have to do two things: �rst, restrict therange of the limits of integration and second, convert the integration to a summationand compute the summation. Each of these steps will incur an error, which we willshow can be made inverse polynomial, with the actual polynomial chosen to keepthe overall error within the stated bounds. The error in restricting the range of thelimits of integration is bounded in Lemma 7.2. To bound the error in convertingthe integrations to summations, we give Lemma 7.3, which states that it su�ces tobound the absolute value of the derivative of the integrands. In Lemma 7.4, we showthat the derivative of each integrand is bounded by some polynomial in n. TogetherLemma 7.1, 7.2, 7.3 and 7.4 imply that each integration can be computed to within aninverse polynomial error. Finally, since expressions for fe;k(�) involve up to 5 nestedintegrations, the inverse polynomial error terms in each integration have to chosen sothat the �nal combined error of all 5 integrations is O( 1n5 ). This is described underthe heading \Algorithm for Performing Integrations".Lemma 7.1 obtains the general form of each integration.Lemma 7.1. Each integration we perform can be expressed in the following form:Z ml 1p2� e�h22 H(G(h))dhfor some function G(h), where H() is such that 0 � H(e) � 1, for all e.



DERANDOMIZING SEMIDEFINITE APPROXIMATION ALGORITHMS 17Proof. This is easily veri�ed by an inspection of the expressions to be integratedin Section 5 and the integral for I() in Section 6. The functions H() are alwaysprobabilities. The only fact to be noted is that I(v; w; x; x + dx; y; y + dy) whichappears in the integrals in Case 2 of Section 5 equals:= 1p2� 1b1 e� x22b21 1p2� 1b02 e� (y�x b01b1 )22(b02)2 dydx = 1p2� e�h22 1p2� e� (h0)22 dh0dhwhere v = (b1; 0; : : : ; 0) and w = (b01; b02; 0; : : : ; 0) in the rotated coordinate systemas in Section 6 and the last equality is obtained by a change of variables h = xb1 andh0 = y� xb01b1b02 . This change of variables a�ects the limits of the integration, but we arenot claiming any special properties for the limits.Similarly,I(v[j+1 : : : n]; w[j+1 : : : n]; x��0�v[j]�; x+dx��0�v[j]�; y��0�w[j]�; y+dy��0�w[j]�)which appears in the integrals in Case 3 of Section 5 equals1p2� e�h22 1p2� e� (h0)22 dh0dhwhere v[j +1 : : : n] = (b1; 0; : : : ; 0) and w[j + 1 : : : n] = (b01; b02; 0; : : : ; 0) in the rotatedcoordinate system as in Section 6, and the last equality is obtained by a change ofvariables h = x��0�v[j]�b1 and h0 = y��0�w[j]�� (x��0�v[j]�)b01b1b02 .The next lemma shows that limits of each integration we perform can be clippedto some small range.Lemma 7.2.Z minfm;aplnngmaxfl;�aplnng 1p2� e�h22 H(G(h))dh � Z ml 1p2� e�h22 H(G(h)))dh� Z minfm;aplnngmaxfl;�aplnng 1p2� e�h22 H(G(h))dh +O( 1na2=2 )for all a > 0.Proof. The �rst inequality is obvious. The second is derived using Theorem 4.1as follows.Rml 1p2� (e�h22 H(G(h)))dh� Rminfm;aplnngmaxfl;�aplnng 1p2� (e�h22 H(G(h)))dh+R �aplnn�1 1p2� (e�h22 H(G(h)))dh+R1aplnn 1p2� (e�h22 H(G(h)))dh� Rminfm;aplnngmaxfl;�aplnng 1p2� (e�h22 H(G(h)))dh+R �aplnn�1 1p2� (e�h22 )dh+R1aplnn 1p2� (e�h22 )dh� Rminfm;aplnngmaxfl;�aplnng 1p2� (e�h22 H(G(h)))dh + 2 R1aplnn 1p2� (e�h22 )dh� Rminfm;aplnngmaxfl;�aplnng 1p2� (e�h22 H(G(h)))dh +O( 1na2=2 )Theorem 4.1 is used in the last step above. The fact that 0 � H() � 1 is used inthe second step.



18 S. MAHAJAN AND H. RAMESHThe next lemma is classical and will be used to show that each integration can beconverted to a summation by discretizing the range between the limits of integration.Lemma 7.3. j R l+�l 1p2� (e�h22 H(G(h)))dh � 1p2� e� l22 H(G(l))�j � M�22 where Mupper bounds the derivative of 1p2� (e�h22 H(G(h))) with respect to h.Lemma 7.4. The derivative of 1p2� (e�h22 H(G(h))) with respect to h is at most apolynomial in n in absolute value in all our integrations.Proof. In Appendix 3.Algorithm for Performing Integrations. The above four lemmas lead to the fol-lowing algorithm for performing integrations. Consider a particular integral Rml 1p2� (e�h22 H(G(h)))dh.We �rst replace the above integral byZ minfm;aplnngmaxfl;�aplnng 1p2� (e�h22 H(G(h)))dhHere a will be a constant to be �xed later. Next, we convert this integral to a sum bydividing the range between the limits of integration into steps of size �( 1nb ), for someb to be �xed later.Suppose the derivative of 1p2� (e�h22 H(G(h))) is bounded by O(nc). We computethe total error incurred above.By Lemma 7.2, clipping the limits of integration incurs an error of O( 1na2=2 ). ByLemma 7.3, the error incurred in each step of the summation is O( ncn2b ), assumingthere is no error in computing 1p2� e� l22 H(G(h)). However, H() itself may have beenobtained as a result of performing a nested integration or as a product of O(n) distinctintegrations nested one level deeper (as in Case 2.2 of Section 5, for example). Thisimplies that the value of H() computed itself will have some error. So suppose wehave computed each of these nested integrations within an error of O( 1nf ). Then theerror in H() is O( 1nf�1 ). Therefore, the error incurred in each step of the summationis O( ncn2b + 1nf�1nb ); this sums to O(plnnncnb + plnnnf�1 ) over all O(plnnnb) steps. Thetotal error is thus O( 1na2=2 +plnnncnb + plnnnf�1 ) and the time taken for this integration(ignoring the time taken for the nested integrals in H()) is O(plnnnb).Finally, note that the depth of nesting in our integrals is at most 5 (in Case 2.2of Section 5, it is 5). It can be easily seen that starting with the innermost integraland working outwards, values a; b can be chosen for these successive integrals basedupon the respective c; f values so that the �nal error is O( 1n5 ).8. Comments on Derandomizing the Max-Cut Algorithm.. We need toshow that discretizing the vectors in this case so as to satisfy Properties 1-3 (with �chosen appropriately) of Section 3.1 is justi�ed. In the case of the Karger-Motwani-Sudan algorithm, it was justi�ed using Theorem 2.1.To compensate for this theorem we only need to observe that the value of theGoemans and Williamson objective function (that is, Pi;j wij 1�vi:vj2 ) for the dis-cretized vector con�guration is at least (1� 1poly(n) ) times that for the initial vectorset (this is because, the sum of the edge weights is at most twice the value of theobjective function for the initial vector set). The rest is just a matter of choosing theappropriate inverse polynomial terms.
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20 S. MAHAJAN AND H. RAMESH[18] M. Yannakakis, On the Approximation of Maximum Satis�ability, 3rd Annual ACM-SIAMSymposium on Discrete Algorithms, pp. 1{9, 1992.Appendix 1: Discretizing Vertex Vectors. Let � be a parameter which is�( 1n2 ). In this section, we show how to discretize the vertex vectors so as to satisfythe three properties speci�ed in Section 3.1.The vertex vectors are considered one by one in the order v1; v2; : : : ; vn. Wedescribe the processing of vector vi.First, each entry in vi is rounded upwards (in absolute value) to the nearest non-zero multiple of �. Next, up to 2n� is added to vi[n � 1] so that jvi[n � 1]vj [n] �vi[n]vj [n � 1]j > �2, for every j < i. This is done to satisfy Property 3. Property1 is clearly satis�ed for vi now. Property 2 is also satis�ed because each componentof vi other than vi[n� 1] changes by O(�) and vi[n � 1] changes by O(n�). Howevernote that in this process the vertex vectors no longer remain unit vectors. In fact,1 � jvij2 � 2 now, for small enough �, i.e., for large enough n. So we divide eachvector vi by its new norm and make it a unit vector. Since we divide by a numberbetween 1 and 2, Property 1 and Property 2 continue to hold.It remains to show that Property 3 holds. We need the following lemma.Lemma 9.1. For each pair of vertex vectors v; w and every h, 1 � h < n, whenthe coordinate system is rotated so that v[h : : : n] = (b1; 0; : : : ; 0) and w[h : : : n] =(b01; b02; 0; : : : ; 0), b1 and b02 are at least some inverse polynomial (more precisely, 
(�)and 
(�2), respectively) in absolute value.Proof. Let v0 = v[h : : : n] and w0 = w[h : : : n]. Note that b1 is just the norm of v0which is 
(�) by Property 1. Also note that jb02j =qjjw0j2 � (v0�w0)2jv0j2 j, since b02 is justthe projection of w0 on the line orthogonal to v0 in the plane containing v0 and w0. Sowe need to show that jjw0j2 � (v0�w0)2jv0j2 j = 
(�4), for every h, 1 � h < n.First consider h = n � 1. (v0 � w0)2 = (v[n � 1]w[n � 1] + v[n]w[n])2 = (v[n �1]2 + v[n]2)(w[n � 1]2 + w[n]2) � (v[n � 1]w[n] � w[n � 1]v[n])2 � jv0j2jw0j2 � 
(�4).Therefore, jw0j2 � (v0�w0)2jv0j2 = 
(�4).Next consider h < n � 1. Let l = v[h : : : n � 2] and m = w[h : : : n � 2]. Letl0 = v[n � 1; n] and m0 = w[n � 1; n]. (v0 � w0)2 = (l �m + l0 �m0)2 = (l �m)2 + (l0 �m0)2+2(l0 �m0)(l �m) � jlj2jmj2+(l0 �m0)2+2jl0jjm0jjljjmj. By the previous paragraph,(l0 �m0)2 � jl0j2jm0j2 � 
(�4). Therefore, (v0 � w0)2 � jlj2jmj2 + jl0j2jm0j2 + jl0j2jmj2 +jlj2jm0j2 � 
(�4) � (jlj2 + jl0j2)(jmj2 + jm0j2)� 
(�4) = jv0j2jw0j2 �
(�4). Therefore,jjw0j2 � (v0�w0)2jv0j2 j = 
(�4).Appendix 2: Proof of Lemma 4.3. We show that for each edge e and eachcenter k, the derivative of fe;k(�) (with respect to �) is O(n4).Recall from Section 5 that the expression for fe;k(�) depends upon which one ofCases 1,2,3 and which one of the conditions j < n� 1; j = n� 1; j = n hold.We show the above claim only for one representative case, i.e., Case 2.1, wherej < n� 1. The other cases can be shown similarly. For Case 2.1:fe;k(�) = Z 1� Z 1� g(x; y)h(x; y; �)dydxwhere g(x; y)dydx = I(v; w; x; x + dx; y; y + dy)Ir�i�1(v; w;�1; x;�1; y)



DERANDOMIZING SEMIDEFINITE APPROXIMATION ALGORITHMS 21andh(x; y; �) = I(v[j+1 : : : n]; w[j+1 : : : n];�1; x�ti�v[1 : : : j�1]�v[j]�;�1; y�ti�w[1 : : : j�1]�w[j]�)Now, jf 0e;k(�)j � Z 1� Z 1� jg(x; y)jj@h(x; y; �)@� jdydx � maxx;y j@h(x; y; �)@� jsince R1� R1� g(x; y)dydx is a probability and therefore � 1. We show that jf 0e;k(�)j =O(n4) by estimating maxx;y j@h(x;y;�)@� j. Let c(x; �) = x � ti � v[1 : : : j � 1] � v[j]� =c0 � v[j]� and d(y; �) = y � ti � w[1 : : : j � 1]� w[j]� = d0 � w[j]�.By Lemma 6.2, h(x; y; �) = 12� R c(x;�)=b1�1 e� z22 (R (d(y;�)�zb01)=b02�1 e� z022 dz0) dz, whereb1; b01; b02 are the obtained by rotating the coordinates, as in Section 6. Let G(y; �; l) =1p2� R e� l22 H(y; �; l)dl, where H(y; �; l) = 1p2� R (d(y;�)�lb01)=b02�1 e� z022 dz0. Then @h@� canbe expressed as A+B, whereA = 1p2� Z c(x;�)=b1�1 e� l22 @H(y; �; l)@� dland B = @G@l l=c(x;�)=b1 @l@� l=c(x;�)=b1. Therefore, j@h@� j = jA+Bj � jAj+ jBj. Next, we bound jAj and jBj separately.jBj is bounded as follows. Note that j@G@l j = j 1p2� e� l22 H(y; �; l)j � 1, for all l, since0 � H(y; �; l) � 1. Further, j @l@� l=c(x;�)=b1 j = jv[j]=b1j = O(n2), by Lemma 6.3.Therefore, jBj = O(n2).jAj is bounded as follows. jAj = j 1p2� R c(x;�)=b1�1 e� l22 @H(y;�;l)@� dlj � maxy;�;l j@H(y;�;l)@� j.It remains to bound maxy;�;l j@H(y;�;l)@� j. This is done below using the same techniqueas above. Recall that:H(y; �; l) = 1p2� Z (d(y;�)�lb01)=b02�1 e� z022 dz0.Let J(m) = 1p2� R e�m22 dm. Thenj@H@� j = j dJdmm=(d(y;�)�lb01)=b02 jj@m@� m=(d(y;�)�lb01)=b02 j � jw[j]=b02j = O(n4), by Lemma 6.3.Therefore, jf 0e;k(�)j � jAj+ jBj = O(n4).



22 S. MAHAJAN AND H. RAMESHAppendix 3: Proof of Lemma 7.4. Bounding Derivatives of Integrandsin I(). Recall thatI(b; b0; x; y; x0; y0) = 1p2� Z y=b1x=b1 e�z22 (Z (y0�zb01)=b02(x0�zb01)=b02 1p2� e�z022 dz0)dz:Here b; b0 have been rotated so that b = (b1; 0; :::; 0) and b0 = (b01; b02; 0; :::; 0)The derivative of 1p2� e�z022 with respect to z0 is � 1p2� z0e�z022 which is boundedin absolute value by 1p2� e�12 , a constant.Next, we compute the derivative of the outer integrand. We �rst denote theinner integral by h(z). Then the derivative of the function to be integrated, that is,1p2�h(z)e�z22 is1p2� (�ze�z22 h(z) + 12� e�z22 (�b01=b02)(e�12 ( y0�zb01b02 )2 � e� 12 ( x0�zb01b02 )2))The �rst term in this sum is bounded in absolute value by a constant as h(z) � 1 andthe second term is bounded by O(n4) by Lemma 6.3. Hence the derivative is boundedby O(n4).Bounding the Derivatives of other Integrands. We bound the derivatives forthe integrands in Case 2.2 of Section 5. This is the most complicated case. For othercases, a similar procedure works.Recall that in this case, the conditional probability fe;k(�) can be split into threeterms. We show how the derivatives of the integrands involved in the �rst term canbe bounded by polynomial functions of n. The remaining two terms are similar.The �rst term is:g(�) = 1p2� Z ���0�v[n�1]�v[n]�1 Z 1x=� Z 1y=� I(v; w; x; x+dx; y; y+dy)Ir�i�1(v; w;�1; x;�1; y)e�z22 dz:To simplify notation, we denote by c the value ���0�v[n�1]�v[n] , As in Section 6, letthe coordinate system be so rotated that the new coordinates of v are (b1; 0; :::; 0) andthe new coordinates of w are (b01; b02; 0; :::; 0) where b1; b02 � 0. Recall from Section 6that: I(v; w; x; x + dx; y; y + dy) = 1p2� 1b1 e �x22b12 1p2� 1b02 e� 12 ( y� xb1 b01b02 )2dydxThereforeg(�) = Z cz=�1 Z 1x=� Z 1y=� Ir�i�1(v; w;�1; x;�1; y) 1(2�)b1b02 e �x22b12 e� 12 ( y� xb1 b01b02 )2 1p2� e�z2=2dydxdzWe �rst consider innermost integral, that is with respect to y. The term to beintegrated is: Ir�i�1(v; w;�1; x;�1; y) 1p2�b02 e� 12 ( y� xb1 b01b02 )2



DERANDOMIZING SEMIDEFINITE APPROXIMATION ALGORITHMS 23The other terms are independent of y. Its derivative with respect to y is:1p2�b02 (r � i� 1)Ir�i�2(v; w;�1; x;�1; y)@I(v; w;�1; x;�1; y)@y e� 12 ( y� xb1 b01b02 )2� 1p2�b02 Ir�i�1(v; w;�1; x;�1; y)(y � xb1 b01b022 )e� 12 ( y� xb1 b01b02 )2Now @I(v; w;�1; x;�1; y)@y = 12�b02 Z xb1�1 e� 12 z2e� 12 ( y�b01zb02 )2dz = O( 1b02 )Observe that as the functions I , xe�x2=2 are all bounded by constants, the valueof the above derivative is bounded in absolute value by O( (r�i�1)(b02)2 + 1(b02)2 ). Since,r� i� 1 � n, b1 = 
( 1n2 ), b02 is 
( 1n4 ) by Lemma 6.3, the above derivative is boundedby O(n9).The second innermost integral, i.e., the one with respect to x is considered next.The function inside the integral is h(x) 1p(2�)b1 e�x22b21 , whereh(x) = Z 1y=� Ir�i�1(v; w;�1; x;�1; y) 1p2�b02 e� 12 ( y� xb1 b01b02 )2dySince 0 � I() � 1, h(x) = O(1). The derivative with respect to x is:� xp2�b31 e� x22b21 h(x)+ 1p2�b1 e� x22b21 R1� (r � i� 1)Ir�i�2(v; w;�1; x;�1; y)@I(v;w;�1;x;�1;y)@x 1p2�b02 e� 12 ( y� xb1 b01b02 )2dy+ 1p2�b1 e� x22b21 R1� Ir�i�1(v; w;�1; x;�1; y) 1p2�b02 b01(y� xb01b1 )(b02)2b1 e� 12 ( y� xb1 b01b02 )2dyHere,@I(v; w;�1; x;�1; y)@x = 12�b1 e� x22b21 Z y�xb01=b1b02�1 e� 12 (z0)2dz0 = O( 1b1 )Since xe� x22 ; h(x); I() are all O(1), r � i� 1 � n, andZ 1� 1b02 e� 12 ( y� xb1 b01b02 )2dy = O(1); Z 1� b01(y � xb1 b01)b1(b02)3 e� 12 ( y� xb1 b01b02 )2dy = O( b01b1b02 ) = O( 1b1b022 )the above derivative is bounded by O( nb12 + 1b022b21 ) = O(n12), by Lemma 6.3.This leaves only the outermost integration, where the integrand is1p2� e� 12 z2 Z 1x=� h(x) 1p2�b1 e� x22b21 dx;whose derivative with respect to z is O(1).


